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Top Line Summary:
•

•

•

The recent EU ban on RT and Sputnik appears to be in effect across some but not all EU
countries. While RT was blocked in Belgium one day it was accessible again the next. The
difficulty in achieving such a ban appears to be due to the initial lack of clarity on what is
covered coupled with the need for it to fit within each Member State's national law.
While major social media platforms have blocked RT and Sputnik across the EU the Kremlin
controlled outlets and their supporters continue to create proxy accounts making any
outright ban unimplementable in practice.
Russian Embassies have continued to spread propaganda in their host countries through
social media with March 9 (202 posts) and 10 (215 posts) marking new peaks in the
number of posts since the invasion began on 24 Feb. The host countries most targeted by
this campaign are two NATO and EU countries that border Ukraine, Romania and Slovakia.
To monitor the situation live the Beacon Project has launched a Facebook tracker to monitor

the Russian (and Chinese) Embassy activity. You can contribute by providing links to the
Official Social Media pages of the Russian Embassies in your country. Contact
beaconproject@iri.org to find out how you can support.

•

•

Leaders of Poland, Czech Republic, and Slovenia travelled to Kyiv to meet with Ukrainian
President Zelensky on Tuesday 15 March to show the European Union’s support for Ukraine
and its people.
Russian State-run media assets with access to RT and Sputnik are largely being blocked by
Facebook and Twitter has taken multiple steps to prevent attempts to amplify false and
misleading information. Recently, it added “extra labels to Tweets that share links to Russian
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•

state-affiliated media websites.” As of March 11, Twitter also labels “accounts and Tweets
sharing links of state-affiliated media outlets in Belarus."
There are currently 2,969,600 refugees outside Ukraine (data from 15 March). Most are in
Poland - 1,808,436 (60,89%), according to official UNHCR data
(https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine)

Key narratives
1) From the Headlines:
Bio-labs
A conspiracy theory which has been promoted by the Russian government, including Sergey Lavrov,
claims that the US military was supporting Ukrainian labs to produce biological weapons. The
conspiracy plays off similar conspiracies that Covid-19 was the result of US bio-weapons
programmes. While the conspiracy theory was deemed a high enough risk for President Biden to
debunk on TV, the aim is likely to provide justification (false flag) for Russia to increase its war effort
even further. The narrative, however, is likely to only be receptive to small minorities of the
population who have already been primed for it, such as those on the fringes of anti-vax and
extremist political movements.
*Additional research on biological weapons in Ukraine story, including Bulgarian:
https://twitter.com/marcowenjones/status/1503476844120711177
Assumed Target Audience:
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) Members, China, Western anti-vax movements,
Western extremist political actors
Potential Impact:
The primary risk is this narrative is used to provide a false justification for Russia to escalate its war
further, including potential cover for more international support from its allies (e.g. Collective
Security Treaty Organization Members and China). The risk is assumed to be high as reports have
indicated that Russia has directly asked China for support and on March 11, Ukrainian authorities
reported that Russian aircraft flew over Ukraine and fired in to Belarusian territory in an attempted
false flag operation intended to build additional support for increased intervention from Putin’s ally
in Belarus.
Additional risks are the erosion of support amongst the population of Ukrainian allies. This risk this
narrative poses is currently assumed to be low as support for Ukraine remains high and the
narrative is likely to only appeal to those already on the political and social fringes.
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Western Escalation
While Ukrainian allies in Europe continue to send weapons to Ukraine and calls for a No Fly Zone
over continue, Russia has increased in threats toward other countries claiming increased support is
tantamount to active participation in the conflict. Over the last week particular attention has been
paid to the Polish plan to handover its MiG fighters to Ukraine and have their fleet be backfilled by
modern aircraft. The military threats to NATO became more significant as Russia attacked a
Ukrainian military base 25km (15miles) from the Polish border used by international trainers killing
35.
Assumed Target Audience:
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) Members, China, Western general public
Potential Impact:
The primary risk is that this narrative can used as justification for further Russian escalation,
including potential cover for more international support from its allies (e.g., Collective Security
Treaty Organization Members and China). The risk is assumed to be high as reports have indicated
that Russia has directly asked China for support and on March 11, Ukrainian authorities reported
that Russian aircraft flew over Ukraine and fired into Belarusian territory in an attempted false flag
operation intended to build additional support for increased intervention from Putin’s Belarusian
ally.
Additional risks are the erosion of support amongst the general population for Ukraine. The risk this
narrative poses is currently assumed to be low as general support for Ukraine remains high,
however, the more tangible the risk of broader conflict spreading to Western countries becomes the
higher the chance that public support for Ukraine will fall. This can also play into non-aligned or
general anti-war movements that may not be explicitly pro-Russian. This may have increased impact
in Hungary where the government has been toeing the line with support for Ukraine and anti-war
narratives could resonate as recent polling has suggested that 69% of Hungarian’s agree with the
decision not to allow arms shipments through Hungarian territory.
For additional information on these and other short-term narratives see a report by Beacon Project
partner EU DisinfoLab Ukraine conflict disinformation: worldwide narratives and trends.
Misinformation about war heroes and Ukrainian public figures
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One of the Beacon Project’s Macedonian partners Metamorphosis gathers audio-visual
disinformation about the conflict. The organization found evidence of fake videoclips of soldiers'
farewell taken from movies spread on Tik Tok, mis(dis)information about involvement of public
figures or unsubstantiated information about a death of Ukrainian pilot. Follow their reporting here

2) Medium/Long-term Narratives:
Anti-refugee and broader anti-migrant narratives persist, especially in countries bordering Ukraine.
Some of the more prominent narratives are that border guards are not allowing non-white refugees
into their countries and alternatively that the majority of the refugees entering the country are nonUkrainian migrants rather than refugees fleeing the war.
Assumed Target Audience:
General public of bordering countries (e.g. Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Moldova), FarRight political actors, Anti-immigrant movements
The primary risk is that these narratives can incite anti-refugee violence and reduce the support for
refugees in the bordering countries as well as wider Europe. The risk is currently assessed to be low,
on account of the broad support for Ukraine and the enormous grassroots mobilization of local
communities to support the refugees.
An additional risk is that the narratives will be used by broader European anti-immigrant and farright political actors to erode support for Ukraine. Currently the risk is assessed to be low, as support
for Ukraine as largely united different political factions across Europe, however, anti-immigrant
political actors have shown to be well organized and able to gain substantial support. Additionally,
the same narratives are used by far-left and other nostalgic communists (often openly pro-Russian)
as evidence of the anti-refugee or anti-worker policies of European countries they see as dominated
by right-wing politics.
While Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has largely consolidated the mainstream parties in support of
Ukraine, it also has the potential to serve as a point of convergence for anti-Ukrainian sentiment for
far-right and far-left political actors across Europe. Broader monitoring of these narratives
throughout Europe is required to continue to assess its potential impact.
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Supporting information from:
Madita.es, Demagog.pl, EU DisinfoLab
Russian Energy Dependency
Pro-Russian narratives about energy supplies to Europe seek to portray Russia as a good faith actor
in the energy market while putting the blame of higher petrol and energy prices on Western
sanctions rather than on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
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As EU negotiations on gas and oil sanctions are close to being finalized, increase unease among the
general population due to rising costs, petrol and energy disinformation will be soon trending in a
full strength.
Assumed Target Audience:
European general public (esp. Germany)
The primary risk that these narratives will appeal to the broader public as they continue to receive
higher winter heating bills and begin travelling without restriction across the continent. Since the
beginning of the war the real-world impact on the daily life of Europeans has been low, however,
higher energy and petrol costs coupled with continued inflation is likely to impact the finances of
average citizens, and therefore, the risk to support for Ukraine and the associated sanctions is
assumed to be high.
Anti-NATO narratives
As calls for a NATO enforced a No-Fly Zone over Ukraine continue and NATO countries increase their
shipment of weapons, it is assumed there will be a corresponding increase in anti-NATO narratives.
Russia’s recent suggestions that continuing to supply weapons to Ukraine can be viewed as direct
involvement in the conflict furthers the anti-NATO rhetoric and is likely to increase as the war gets
closer to NATO borders.
Assumed Target Audience:
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Other NATO countries
The primary risk is that it can be used to reduce support for NATO forces deployed in countries
along the Eastern Flank and can be used to entrench anti-NATO sentiments in countries where it
tends to run higher.
Poland:
•

In Poland, the “refugees” topic is still trending, contrary to the number of “immigrants”
mentions on Twitter (over 199K mentions since February 20) and in online media (over 17K
articles) – this trend is getting stronger, as the numbers of refugees rise in Poland:
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•

The anti-Ukrainian messaging is also present on Twitter in Polish language, but it is relatively
small, in comparison to the refugees topic in general (only over 9K tweets and 720 mentions
in the articles since the February 1):

•

The most viral post on Facebook in Poland was the one below, falsely claiming, that
Ukrainian refugees have far better health care and social benefits, and Ukrainian mothers
with two children receive almost five times the benefits of Polish ones, on top of a free
apartment – it was debunked by the Polish state and different initiatives countering
disinformation:
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Key developments (news/publications)
EU
•

•

EU DisinfoLAB has established the Ukraine Conflict Research Hub where the organization
gathers up to date essential information and links to reliable research, analysis and factchecks.
On 10 and 11 March, EU leaders adopted a so called Versailles declaration on the Russian
aggression against Ukraine, as well as on bolstering defence capabilities, reducing energy
dependencies and building a more robust economic base. After tough discussion regarding
embargo on Russian gas and oil, the EU leaders had agreed to spend the next two months
drafting proposals for eliminating the bloc's dependency on Russian energy imports by 2027.

V4
•

•

State capacities which could host refugees are quickly running out. State authorities are
introducing financial support schemes for private accommodation facilities as well as
volunteers willing to accommodate people in their own homes.
Vice President Kamala Harris visited Warsaw after Poland’s surprising offer on Wednesday
for the US to serve as an intermediary for sending Russian-made MiG fighters to Ukraine.
Washington rejected it, fearing it could escalate the conflict.
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•

Czech programmers created a JavaScript code that can be embedded into websites to create
a temporary landing page that displays an anti-war message for any users trying to access
the site from Russia before redirecting them to the desired site. More on
https://web4ukraine.org/

Western Balkans
•

•

•

•

In accordance with an unpublished report from CRTA on print media front pages analysis,
Serbian media focused on the economic consequences of the war in Ukraine. The
expressions like "EU without gas" and "EU at the edge of hell" portrayed the EU as weak and
vulnerable. At the same time, media reports that Russia will not experience any
consequences of sanctions imposed by the EU ("Russians build their own world on the East”).
Some of the media uses the topic to point out that the economic situation in Serbia is stable.
In lights of the upcoming elections, all media outlets continue to glorify president Vučić as
the key person responsible for the stable economic situation in Serbia.
Throughout the week the intensity of reporting about the war in Ukraine has decreased,
nevertheless pro-Russia, anti-US and anti-NATO narratives are spreading through two
conspiracy theories. The first related to Kosovo’s cooperation with the US and NATO, and
the second to the biological war that secretly the US and Ukraine wage against Russia.
Mainstream media continue to strongly praise Russia over Ukraine. Most of the media
portrayed Russia positively for the act of opening humanitarian corridors describing it as a
gesture of good will.
The visit of German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock to Belgrade and meeting with
Aleksandar Vučić was reported as continuing German support to Serbia in European
integration, German investments, continuation of dialogue with Pristina. Just few media
outlets reported about it in the context of the war in Ukraine.
Both pro-Russian and pro-Ukrainian rallies took place.

Baltics
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•
•

•

•

•

•

https://pravdamail.com/ - is an Estonian grassroots action, giving the opportunity to email
random Russians to inform them about the war in Ukraine.
Estonian Parliament adopted a communication to other EU/NATO member states for a
coordinated call of a UN lead No-fly-zone. https://www.riigikogu.ee/en/pressreleases/plenary-assembly/the-riigikogu-adopted-a-communication-regarding-russiasaggression-against-ukraine/
The leaders of the Baltic States, together with Nordic countries, The Netherlands and the UK
meet in London in the Joint Expeditionary Force framework to discuss the current situation
in Ukraine and the possible addition support. The Ukrainian president also addressed the
summit virtually. The leaders agreed to set up a fund aiding the Ukrainian air defence
capabilities.
Latest polling by the Latvian Public Broadcaster shows strong support for Ukraine among the
wider population. With 65% supporting Ukraine, 8% - Russia and 21% take no sides.
However there is substantial difference based on ethnicity with 90% of ethnic Latvians
supporting Ukraine, while only 22% of the Russian speaking population supported Ukraine
and 46% took no position https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/kas-notiek-latvija/raksti/kas-notieklatvija-aptaujas-rezultati-latvijas-iedzivotaji-par-krievijas-iebrukumu-ukraina-unputinu.a447274
Even though there is widespread support for Ukraine, marginal groups, previously dedicated
to anti-vax topics, have switched to this topic, mostly blaming the West as the main
aggressor in this region. Also, the false claim of biological weapons in Ukraine is featured
frequently in their chat groups. There have also been some reports of anti-Ukrainian refugee
sentiment spreading online, especially in Narva and Daugavpils, the biggest Russian
dominated cities in the Baltics, however they remain localised.
Several independent media outlets now banned in Russia are trying to relocate to the
Baltics. Currently Riga is host to the Meduza news portal and there are talks that Dožd TV
and Radio Echo Moscow could be joining. All the media are actively looking for new sources
of revenue as their main audience in Russia is unable to contribute financially due to the
sanctions.
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